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Abstract 
Of late, Nigeria has been posed to all forms of insecurities which threatens 

the existence of the entire nation. Of the several crimes being perpetrated, 

is the act of kidnapping. The crime of kidnapping for ransom has become 

so rampant in various parts of the country particularly on the highways. 

This has seen the abduction of several travelers on the highways. Most 

particularly, is the Abuja- Kaduna highway, which has witnessed incessant 

kidnappings that has claimed several lives. Fortunately, kidnapping being 

a spatial crime enables the application of GIS and remote sensing to 

effectively collect, manage and analyze kidnapping information with 

respect to the geographical features around the highway to determine 

feature classes that attract or detract kidnapping. However, an adequate 

GIS and remote sensing training skill in our armed forces, shall aid security 

agencies in strategic mission planning and positioning of personnel to 

prone areas. On the basis of the aforementioned, the research was framed 

to involve mapping the major land use and land cover (LULC), the 

divisional police stations, the potential kidnapping hotspots and outlining 

the spatial relationship among LULC information and kidnapping activities 

in the study area. Satellite imagery of the study area, landsat8 of 30m 

resolution and the base map for the study area were obtained from the 
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United States Geological Surveys (USGS). Coordinates of the kidnapping 

hotspots and divisional police stations were obtained from the field survey 

using Global Positioning System (GPS). The base map was overlaid on the 

satellite imagery and a 10km buffer was carried out on both sides of the 

highway. The areas of reference along the highway were areas with 

divisional police stations, namely Kaduna toll-gate, Rijana, Kateri, Jere. 

Tafa and Sabon Wuse. The image of the 10 km buffer was classified into 

tree cover areas, grassland, croplands, built-up areas, and water body. 

Kidnapping hotspots, divisional police stations and kernel density maps 

were produced. The study revealed that the Kateri area which was the 

highest in vegetation cover (tree cover and grassland), but less in built up, 

had the highest case of kidnappings along the highway. Whereas, the 

Kaduna City Toll-gate, Jere, Tafa and Sabon Wuse areas which had more 

of their area, covered with crop lands and  built-up, reported less cases of 

kidnappings. The research concluded that areas along the highway with 

very thick and large vegetation cover, sharp bends and bridges are 

attractors of kidnapping activities while areas along the highway with more 

built-up distracts kidnapping. However the presence of the divisional police 

stations in the areas could not be justified to be a hindrance to kidnapping 

along the highway. The study recommended a joint collaboration in the 

operations of security agencies and outfits.  
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Introduction 
Kidnapping is an unfortunate event 

whereby a human being is forcefully 

abducted by a fellow human or group 

of persons (abductors) who maybe 

armed, to an unknown location against 

the will of their victims for selfish 

reasons (Abdulkabir, 2017). 

Kidnapping is the act of taking a 

person or group of persons into 

captivity in order to achieve a defined 

aim (Ani & Ndubuisi, 2014).  It is the 

seizing or use of force to take away 

human being against his/her will for 

alternate wants or achievements (Sam, 

2009). The act places a victim on 

hostage for the purpose of using the 
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abducted to attain a goal. Therefore, to kidnap, there must be two parties which 

include the living-prey on one hand and the heartless-criminal predator who is 

there to manipulate terror in order to attain an outlined objective or societal 

cause. Kidnapping and abduction are quite synonymous. At times it may 

involve hijacking of vehicles conveying people or goods for terrorism or gain. 

To cap it all, kidnapping in criminal law is an offence that involves taking away 

a person against his or her will by force or by fraud or intimidation and it is a 

grievous offence in many parts of the world ranging from life imprisonment to 

death penalty (Odoemelam & Omage, 2013). Even though, kidnapping is dated 

back to human history and could be said to be as old as human existence itself, 

it has been pointed out as one of the dangerous crime that is fast spreading 

around the globe today (Abdulkabir, 2017). The method of operation in 

Kidnapping has made it a key interest in most states because of the nature of its 

execution which in most occurrences is accompanied with violence and the use 

of arms and weapons resulting to victims losing their lives (Alexander and 

Klein, 2009). 

Spatio-temporal analysis of reported kidnapping activities in Nigeria using 

‘MORANS I’ by (Aubrey, 2014). Similarly, (Chhachhiya, 2017) carried out a 

study to reveal the “Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Kidnapping and Abduction of 

Women in Chandigarh”. 

The Abuja- Kaduna expressway has in recent years been branded “kidnappers 

den for innocent citizens” as it has witnessed and recorded several kidnapping 

activities (Chhachhiya, 2017). Just recently, “ASIS International” raised the 

alarm over the payment of over N1billion to kidnappers as ransom on the 

Kaduna-Abuja highway which in turn is suspected to be deployed to purchase 

more arms by the kidnappers in an unending vicious cycle (Nwezeh, 2019). The 

scenario of this crime in Nigeria particularly Abuja-Kaduna highway disregards 

class distinction in the society, as both high (haves), and low (have not), 

experience similar and equal attack of the criminals from time to time. The 

resultant tragedy, suffering, colossal loss and distress, occasioned by these 

inimical attacks, have been pervasive and had left an indelible mark on our 

national psyche and societal tranquility. Therefore, the aim of this study was to 

carry out intelligence mapping of kidnappers hotspots in the study area. 

This study will be carried out for Abuja – Kaduna expressway which lies 

between the boundaries of the Abuja, Niger and Kaduna States (Fig. 1) and falls 

within longitude 6 ̊ 00 ̍ to 8 ̊ 00 ̍ east of the Greenwich Meridian and latitude 9 ̊ 
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00 ̍ to 11̊ 00 ̍ north of the Equator with a total length of 123km, from Diko 

Junction to Kaduna. 

 
Figure 1: Satellite Image of the study area showing the Abuja-Kaduna Highway 

 

Materials and Methods 

The data used for this research work consists of primary and secondary data 

sources.  

Primary data source: coordinates was obtained from field survey using Global 

Positioning System (GPS) for the kidnapping hotspots and divisional police 

stations. 

Secondary source of data: Satellite imagery (landsat8) of 30m resolution of the 

study area downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Data 

of reported kidnap cases from the Nigerian police force, base map of the study 

area was obtained from USGS and relevant Journals, textbooks, thesis and the 

internet materials were utilized. 
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To classify the Land use and land cover of the study area, landsat 8 satellite 

image of the study area for the year 2020 was downloaded from USGS. The 

landsat 8 image is raster image of 30m resolution. Prior to classification, the 

image was pre-processed and post- processed after classification. 

The handheld GPS (Garmin 84) was used to acquire the coordinates of the 

divisional police stations in the study area. A geo-data base for the divisional 

police stations was created. It contains the following informations: Name of the 

divisional police station and location of the divisional police stations 

(coordinates). This was entered in Microsoft excel, converted to text file and 

subsequently imported into the ArcGIS environment and point overlay analysis 

(mapping) was carried out on the base map of the study area to show the spatial 

distribution of security posts within the area of study and for further analysis. 

Data of reported kidnapping hotspots obtained on the field with the aid of the 

Intelligence Response Team (IRT) of the Nigeria Police Force was used to 

create a geo-database which contain the following attribute: Name of kidnap 

scene, Location (Coordinates) of kidnap locations and their respective remarks. 

These data were entered in Microsoft excel, converted to text file and imported 

into ArcGIS environment. The database was used for hotspot analysis and 

queries. The coordinates of the kidnap location was obtained using GPS 

receiver. The coordinates of the various crime locations were imported into the 

ArcGIS environment, and point overlay analysis (mapping) was carried out on 

a base map of the study area and subsequently a map of the kidnap locations 

were produced. The data of the kidnap hotspots and their respective crime scene 

locations was used to produce the crime hotspot map of the study area in the 

form of a heat map which employs the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) 

method using ArcGIS software. 

 

Results and Discussion 

With the 10 kilometer buffer on both side of the highway, the land use and land 

cover is majorly dominated by tree cover and grassland with croplands evenly 

distributed across. Though with a fair distribution of built up areas, indicating 

the sparse distribution patterns of the settlements, the study area could be seen 

to have little trace of water bodies. However, the green cover dominated by this 

area, made of tree covers, grassland and shrubs explains how forest covers are 

significant attractors to kidnapping in this area. Also the irregular pattern and 

disperse nature of the settlements explains clearly that the settlements are 
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unofficial, of which predominantly are farmers but have been infiltrated by 

settlers whose origin cannot be traced or checked. However, the settlers play 

and constitute the commercial and economic activities of the area. 

 
Figure 2: Land use and land cover of the study area 

 

To achieve the objective of identifying the divisional police stations within the 

study area, handheld GPS was used to pick the coordinates of the divisional 

police stations. A geo-data base for the divisional police stations was created. 

The geo-data base contains the name of the divisional police stations and their 

locations (coordinates). These was copied out from the GPS and entered in 

Microsoft excel. The coordinates which were captured in degrees, minutes and 

seconds was converted to decimal degrees. The converted coordinates was 

converted to text file and subsequently imported into the ArcGIS environment. 

The coordinates was used to carry out point overlay analysis (mapping) on the 
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base map of the study area to show the spatial distribution and pattern of the 

divisional police stations within the area of study as shown in the next page. 

 
Figure 3: Image map of the divisional police in the study area 

 

To identify and map kidnapping black spots within the study area, this involved 

joint effort of the police operatives and the researcher. It was participatory, such 

that, coordinates of incidence locations of kidnapping as identified by the police 

were picked by the researcher using the hand held GPS. Coordinates of 

kidnapping incidence picked includes on spot location of both successful 

attacks by the kidnappers on victims and foiled attacks by the police against the 

kidnappers. Repelled attacks were either due to quick response by the police to 

the crime scene or as a result of the police being on operational patrol as at the 

time of the incidence. The coordinates of the kidnapping hotspots was copied 

out from the GPS and entered in Microsoft excel. The coordinates which was 
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captured in degrees, minutes and seconds was converted to decimal degrees. 

The converted coordinates was entered in excel, the coordinates were then 

converted to text file and subsequently imported into the ArcGIS environment. 

The shape file of the kidnapping hotspots was overlaid on the base map of the 

study area.  

 
Figure 5: Image map of the kidnapping hotspots 

 

Conclusion 

Kidnapping, like other crimes is not evenly spread across the highway. Rather, 

it is randomly spread in different degrees which are dependent on certain factors 

which can be categorized as attractors to kidnapping (Vegetative-cover; tree 

cover and grassland) and detractors of kidnapping (built up areas and croplands) 

along the highway. As a result, kidnapping is rampant in certain locations, 
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scarce or completely absent in certain locations on the highway. This however, 

has led to travelers plying or avoiding certain areas on the highway particularly 

at certain times or period of the day. Other times, travelers completely avoid the 

Kaduna-Abuja highway for alternative routes or means of transportation. GIS 

and Remote sensing as shown from this study is an effective and efficient tool 

to identify kidnapping spots, analyze and display in the form of maps to enable 

effective and proper planning by security agencies in resource and personnel 

allocation, mission and rescue planning for kidnap victims, quick and 

emergency responses for reported kidnap cases. This study has also shown that 

kidnapping along the Kaduna-Abuja highway is highly reported in the Katari 

area, moderately reported in the Rijana area, and, less reported in the Kaduna 

Toll Gate, Tafa and Jere areas along the highway. It’s therefore recommended 

that a joint collaboration of security agencies and outfits against kidnapping on 

the highway should be established into a department or unit. The 

department/unit should constitute personnel from the Nigeria police, state 

security services and the Nigeria military. It should as well involve the Man ‘O’ 

war, vigilante groups and other local security outfits.  
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